
We help ease the workload of a Quantity Surveyor with 72-83% by providing 
a one stop signage solution which eliminates shopping around!
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One of the incredible results we have achieved:
We have done the re-branding of a well known Car 
Rental Company in Gauteng. 
The client needed to remove and replace all existing 
branding and signage with the new corporate identity.
We designed, manufactured and installed all their 
internal and external signage within 9 weeks.(15 Branches)

At OR Thambo Airport (their one branch) we have 
installed 286 sign boards within one 24 hour shift.
These signs included mild steel sprayed letters with 
led's, Chromadek boards with prints, light boxes and
Wall paper.
I will gladly supply you the Regional Managers details 
  to verify the above.

CJ Signs was established in 1998 as a family 
business. Since then we have grown into a Medium 
Enterprise.

We are based in Kempton Park but service clients 
throughout the country and even up in Africa.

Our core value is customer satisfaction, we strive to 
achieve this through high quality products and 
workmanship, on time delivery and market related 
prices.

Our clients is our single most important asset and your
needs are of the utmost importance to us.

We know all your pain points and will gladly remove
them whenever needed.

We are a one stop solution! From Designing, 
Printing, Manufacturing to Installation. Thus saving
you time to shop around within the vast signage 
range of products and services.

We are hands on business Owners and see each 
                    Project through till the end.



OUTDOOR SIGNAGE
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Well designed building Signage is the perfect way to Be Noticed!
We Design, Manufacture and Install custom made Signs to your specication.

Fabricated 3D letters
Aluminium return, Perspex face,

Led illumination.

Fabricated 3D letters
Perspex return, Perspex face,

Led illumination.

PVC Banner stretched onto a 
square tubing frame.
Spotlights optional.

Light Box - Aluminium Prole with 
Perspex or PVC face. Led 

lights for illumination.



CONSTRUCTION SITE BOARDS
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Professional Developers 
Board:

Chromadek with print.
Mounted on a square tubing

frame and installed onto
poles.

Site Safety Board:
Print on vinyl applied

to corex
(cost effective)

Site safety Boards:
We supply all the required boards on your

different development sites.

Site safety and compliance are critical. We will take care of all statutory 
requirements.



INDOOR SIGNAGE
Welcome your clients to your ofce space with an eye catching quality sign that 

makes a strong statement about your brand and company image.
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Mild Steel letters sprayed with 2k Spray, 
Mounting pins at the back of the letters.

Led illumination.

ACM Boards (White and brushed silver) with
cut vinyl. Hanging and wall mounted.

CO Sign Slider board with vinyl.

Fabricated Perspex letters with
led illumination.

Brushed Stainless Steel letters. Mounting
pins at the back of the letters.

 Led lights for illumination.



GLASS SIGNAGE
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Prole cut glass with sandblast vinyl and colour
vinyl decal. Hanging clamps. 

Colour vinyl applied to 5mm glass panel.
Wall mounts for mounting.

Prole cut glass with sandblast vinyl and 
colour vinyl decal. Wall mounts for 

mounting.

Glass panels with different decals can be used in a variety of applications. 
Glass always gives that upmarket look and feel.



SAFETY SIGNAGE

      (SABS certication available)

 

This might be a lawful requirement but that does not mean that safety signage
can’t be trendy and classy.  Various options are available to make your re and 

safety signage a cut above the rest.
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WINDOW SIGNAGE
The perfect solution for shop front advertising and brand awareness. For both

outdoor and indoor use. 
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Contra Vision (One way)
You can see from the inside out but not from

the outside in.

Printed vinyl with laminate.
.

Sandblast vinyl with colour vinyl
decals.

Printed sandblast vinyl
Great for boardroom or hospital wards..



WALL PAPER & DECALS
This is the perfect indoor solution to spice up those dull ofce walls. Designed and 

printed to your specication. Also allows for brand messaging and advertising.
High Quality printable and self adhesive wallpaper and vinyls.
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VEHICLE BRANDING
Transforming your vehicle into a mobile billboard for your business.  Send a 

strong statement for your brand messaging.  Advertise your products and services.
Top quality vinyl with laminate for uv protection.  Designed to your 

specication and professionally applied.
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CANVAS, PERSPEX PHOTOS & LABELS
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Printed canvas stretched over a frame. 5mm Clear Perspex with printed vinyl.
Vinyl applied to the back of the Persex

Wall mounts used for mounting. Very classy look..
.

5mm Clear Perspex with printed vinyl.
Vinyl applied to the back of the Persex

Wall mounts used for mounting. Very classy look.s.

We can print any size label/Poster.
Small or big there is no limit.



INSTALLATION & RIGGING
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Our team of riggers are duly qualied and equipt to operate the following:
Cherry Pickers, Cranes, Scaffolding, Ladders, Rope Access.
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